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 Abstract The purpose of the semester project was to stimulate the generation of variety in 
  the  process of resolving design problems. The generation of variety is important in 
  assisting the designer to consider the full range of consequences of anticipated 
  design decisions and to enhance the progress of creativity. A literary model of 
  metaphor and simile was adopted as a vehicle in this process. 

 
Objectives To demonstrate: 

• an awareness of the design process and how it affects purpose, form 
and meaning in interior design; 

• student understanding of their own design philosophies and the impacts these 
have on their abilities to resolve problems in interior design; 

• an understanding of the role of classical elements and principles 
of design, as well as degrees of freedom and constraint in 

• resolving design problems; and an understanding of the role of two- and three-
dimensional ideation techniques in the resolution of design problems. 

 
 Criteria Background . 
  "Design happens in a world of fantasy..." (Horst W.J. Rittel). 
 

"Realizing" ideas is what constitutes design-it is the art of taking imagination 
and fantasy and drawing it/molding it. Developing an awareness of fantasy, of 
ideas, is really the prelude to learning how to draw, how to build, how to 
design. That awareness is what has been termed "seeing." It concerns the 
development of your conceptual thinking but through your hands. Through this 
project students began to  understand what ideas in design really are, how to 
express them, how to make them "real". Students developed that 
understanding through drawing (freehand and on the computer) and model 
building. 
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Visualization of an idea is the beginning of realizing it. It is the only way to 
test ideas before they are realized in full scale three dimensional  fonn 
before they interlace with people. Visualization is also so much bigger 
than "drawing" or building beautiful models, or presentation generally. It 
is drawing and it is presentation, but an idea is bigger than both of these. 
It is not merely enough to understand drawing or presentation; you must 
understand vision. And vision is learning how to see and how to become aware 
of the imagination - tapping your world of fantasy. 

 
This project was based on the fundamentals: learning the language of design, 
learning the tools of design, and refining the skills of drawing and model 
building. However, all these skills were supplemental in this project; they were 
only a means of achieving the real focus of the project: fundamental 
development of conceptual thinking. S.kills are skills, but ideas are magic. 
11rrough discussion, images, playfulness with media, students taught themselves 
how to learn, first by seeing their ideas and then by expressing them, with the 
tools of the trade, with their hands and imagination. 
 

  Process The semester projects consisted of three developmental phases and a fourth  
  phase for adjusting the final presentation:  1) development of the "idea" using a 
  literary model of simile and metaphor and development of the "ordering  
  system" based on a quilt Expression of the "idea" and the "ordering system" 
  were to be in  both graphic and verbal form;  2) development of the "idea" and the 
  "ordering system" in three dimensions, as well as expression of the"idea" and the 
  "ordering system" in the form of a model;  3) development of the"idea" and the 
  "ordering system" in scaled drawings that considered both the aesthetic and  
  functional aspects of the design resolution and selection of FFE which supported the 
  "idea" and the "ordering system"; and finally 4) concentration on the final  
  presentation format for the semester project. 

 
A Room is a Quilt is a Room is a Quilt is a Room is a Quilt is *** 

One of the things which I fear most is proceeding through life getting lost in 
the world of financially rich interiors.  Lets try that again...there is more beauty 
in the design of interior spaces than is found so commonly in the houses, and 
the businesses, of the rich and famous. Those projects are bonus projects.  
They are projects that afford on the joys of frivolity . And that is wonderful. 
Certainly  these are projects ,  which may and should be intelligent. 
However, there is a vast world of issues, which I find to be greater challenges 
to designers of all environmental scale. After spending some time deliberating 
about my teaching this semester-my focus-I decided to spend considerably 
more time and design energy on projects, which require new thinking-
projects,  w h i c h  do not have popular solutions, in fact projects, which do 
not have any solutions at all. Still, I find it essential to seek projects,  which  
stir a vast array of emotions: amusement, solemnity, humor, even anger. 
(Mitzi Vernon, 1989.) 

 
Of all the kinds of architectural spaces we inhabit, perhaps rooms have the 
greatest ability to impart a "spirit of place."  After all the essential circulation 
and service spaces are accounted for, we are most likely to remember the manner 
in which our experience of a place has been altered by the ability of a room to 
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convey the message of its intrinsic qualities.  In their geometry, proportion, 
structure, materials, and atmospherical values, rooms comprise the essence of 
design, architecture, and landscape. 

 
Project Description 

Students were to choose one of the quilt patterns provided and to use the 
structure found m the pattern as inspiration for the ordering system. 
 
Students were asked to make a room which best exemplified the physical qualities 
and aspirations of one of the following descriptive statements. 
 
A room:  
• for all seasons; 
• with stars as its ceiling; 
• that separates two 

worlds; 
• for Simon Rodia; 
• for the rainbow; 
• for the 21st century; 
• for Vincent van Gogh; 
• for a lover of books; 
• that is one; 
• that teaches about 

geometry; 
• for drinking tea; or 

• for listening to music; 
• for meditation ; 
• of eight walls; 
• of five columns; 
• that is a stage; 
• for the daylight hours; 
• that is a bed; 
• with no corners; 
• that is many; 
• for a stair; 
• which separates the light 

from the dark. 

 
Part One-The Idea in Two Dimensions 
The focus of this part of the project was to help students understand what an 
"idea" really is. They began to understand what drives design. They learned to 
develop an oral and written language for expressing their ideas, and then to 
express their ideas graphically. Throughout the project, they had to be conscious of 
their use of materials in the space, and had to make those decisions clear in all 
presentations-that is the concentration of interior design. Also, students began to 
develop skills of oral presentation, and those skills were tested throughout the 
semester. The design element of "shape" played particular importance in this part 
of the project.  All other elements were to be considered, but not in focus 
necessarily. 
 
Part Two - The Idea in Three Dimensions 
The focus of this part concerned the transition from two- to three dimensional 
thinking.  Students were to begin thinking in section and in perspective. They 
began to think about volumes. Simultaneously, they developed their skills in model 
building. They learned the building of each piece was as sensitive a matter as 
thinking about that piece inthe actual space. They also learned the difference 
between an "idea model" and a model literally representing the space. They also 
were asked to concentrate on the elements of passage, repose and threshold 
However this discussion was not to be at the exclusion of other elements. 
 
Part Three-The Scaled Idea 
The focus of this part involved the refinement of the skills developed in previous 
design classes regarding drafting and perspective.  Students further developed an 
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understanding of the relationship between a set of drawings and why those 
drawings are essential in expressing their "ideas". They began to understand 
preparing drawings for presentation was part of the art of the design project 
overall. The drawings and design of them begins when the project begins-with the 
"idea". Further, there was a concentration on the design element of "light," not to 
the exclusion of other elements. Criticism formed around this element. At this point 
there was a continuation of a discussion of expressing light in models. 
 

  The semester was structured around a studio-lecture format. There were two two-
  hour studio sessions and one one-hour lecture each week.  The students tended not 
  to work in studio on their projects.  For this reason, the studios were formatted 
  around jury sessions-    half the class presented on Monday and the other half  
  presented on Wednesday each week. 
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 Presentation Parameters Part One-The Idea in Two Dimensions. 
  Students produced one graphic plate with a board size of exactly 8 1/2" x 11". The 
  board was to be white two-ply museum board. The image was to be in black and 
  white using india ink or an ink which was truly black. The images could have been 
  produced using a computer program such as MacPaint and laser printed .This 
  satisfied the black and white requirement. Gray washes were unacceptable.  
  However, students could choose to create grays using pointillism or cross-hatching 
  or through films with adhesive backs. 
 

Students were required to include a vellwn cover on the plate to protect their work. 
It was to be carefully and cleanly secured on the back side at the top of the board 
with white tape. They had to include a tag on the back of the work which stated 
their name, the course number and name, the section, title of the project and the 
date. The title was to be on the back side at the bottom of the board, in the center 
and in no other place . 

 
  Parameters Part Two - The Idea in Three Dimensions. 

Students were to produce one "Idea Model", by definition without scale. It was to 
be freestanding, not attached to a base. However, it was to have a base on which it 
would rest during presentation. The base was 11"xll" square. It was to be of 1/4" 
white foam core board with a laminated top of single ply museum board. The 
model itself could be made of one or more of the following materials : 1) white or 
brown foam core; 2) museum board; 3) brown or gray chip board; 4) wood; 5) 
plexiglas, 6) plastics; and/or 7) metal. 

 
The materials could not be painted or stained unless that decision was clearly 
related to the expression of the "Idea". Students included a cover for the model 
which was to be cleanly crafted out of foam core to rest on the top of the base to 
protect the model.  They included two tags on this project-one on the bottom of 
the base, at one end, in the center, and another on the top of the cover, at one end, 
in the center. The tags appeared just as in part one, with the same information. 
 
Parameters Part Three-The Scaled Idea. 
Students produced three drawings for this part of the project-a "plan'' of their 
"room" accompanied by a "section-perspective" from one side of the space and a 
"section" with interior elevation from another direction. This part of the project 
required the drawings be presented in a working state. In other words, one 
expected to see notes to oneself on the drawings, or pencil guidelines, which set 
up the drawings, etc. The difficult part at this point was that the drawings were to 
be drafted to scale and appear to be beautiful in this working state. All drawings 
were drawn in pencil. The elevation had to have color applied to the pencil. They 
were all drafted to 1/2" = 1'- 0" scale. 

 
The three drawings formed a composition in the presentation consistent with the 
idea and the "Ordering System". They were presented on a board (foam core was 
suggested) 20"x 30" (dry mounted). The drawings were drawn on vellum or 
something thicker if preferred. It greatly depended on the color medium chosen. A 
selection of materials was to be included -mounted  to the board- with  appropriate  
annotation  as to use. 
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All drawings were annotated to the extent that verbal explanation was not required 
to understand the solution. Students included one tag on this project on the back, at 
the bottom in the middle. The project was flapped. 

 
 Evaluation An awareness of the design process and how it affected purpose, form and meaning  
  in interior design was demonstrated in the ability to produce a plan which had no  
  unforeseen or bad side effects. 
 
  An understanding of one's one design philosophy and the impact it had on resolving 
  problems in interior design was demonstrated by a recognition that there were many 
  philosophies of design-the ability to compare and contrast one's own with that of  
  others in the resolution of design problems. 
 
  An understanding of the role of classical design elements as well as degrees of  
  freedom and constraint in resolving interior design problems was demonstrated in an 
  ability to discuss rationally the reasons for adopting, rejecting or modifying classical  
  elements or inventing new ones relative to the issues addressed in the problem at  
  hand. 
 
  An understanding of the role of two- and three-dimensional ideation techniques in  
  the resolution of design problems was demonstrated in the ability to use these  
  techniques in rapid succession to produce alternative plans for the resolution of the  
  design problem at hand. 
 
  Part 1. The "Idea" in Two Dimensions..........................30% 
  Part 2. The "Idea" in Three Dimensions ......................30% 
  Part 3. The "Scaled Idea"..............................................30% 
  Part 4. The Reprise.........................................................10% 

 
 Documentation 
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 Resources Drawing 

• Draw! by Hanks and Belliston.William Kaufman, Inc. 
• Design Yourself! by Hanks, Belliston and Edwards. William Kaufman, Inc. 
• Design Rendering Techniques by Dick Powell. North Ught. 
• Color Model Environments by Linton. Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
• Experiences With Visual Thinking by Robert McKim.Brooks/Cole Publishing . 

• Drawing as a Means to Architecture by William Kirby Lockard. Van Nostrand 
 Reinhold. 

• Design With Nature by Ian McHarg.Doubleday, Natural History Press. 
• Pencil Broadsides by Theodore Kautzky. Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
• The Natural Way to Draw by Kimon Nicolaides. Houghton Mifflin Co. 
• Paul Rand: A Designers Art Yale University Press. 
• The Awakened Eye by Frederick Franck. 
• The Zen of Seeing by Frederick Franck. 
• Rapid Viz by Hanks and Belliston .William Kaufman , Inc. 
• Perspective Drawing Handbook by Joseph D'Amelio. Tudor Publishing. 
• Language of Drawings  by Edward Hill. Prentice Hall. 

• Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain by Betty Edwards.J.P. Archer, Inc. 

• Painting What You Want to See by Charles Reid. Watson-Guptill Publications. 
• The Visual Display of Quantitative Information by Edward R. Tuttle. Graphic Press. 
• By Design by Ralph Caplan.St. Martins Press. 
• Color Drawing by Michael Doyle. Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
• The Art of Color by Johannes Itten. Van Nostrand Reinhold . 
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• Visual Thinking by Rudolph Arnheirn. University of California Press. 
• Color and Communication by Favre and November. ABC Edition Zurich. 
• Drawing: A Creative Process by Kurt Wirth. ABC Edition Zurich. 
• Graphic Communication as a Design Tool by Omar Faruque. Van Nostrand 

 Reinhold. 
• A Graphic Survey of Perception and Behavior for the Design Professions by 

 Forrest Wilson. 
• Picture This by Molly Bang.Bulfmch Press. 

 
Self Awareness. 
• The Painted Word by Tom Wolfe. 
• The Monkey Wrench Gang by Edward Abbey. 
• The Story of Philosophy by Will Durant. 
• Letters to a Young Poet by Rainer Maria Rilke. 
• Journal of a Solitude by May Sarton. 
• Four Quartets by T.S. Eliot 
• Patterns in Nature by Peter Stevens. 
• A Sense of Future by Jacob Bronowski. 
• The Shape of Content by Ben Shawn. 
 

 Periodicals 
• Architectural Record. 
• The Architectural Review. 
• Design (UK) 
• Industrial Design Magazine. 
• Interior Design. 
• Interiors. 
• Landscape. 
• Metropolis. 
• National Geographic. 
• Parabola. 
• Places (MIT PRESS). 
• Whole Earth Review. 

 
  Credits Extraordinary credit is due two people. First. to Professor Mitzi Vernon who   
  invented the course for which this project was intended and who set the framework 
  for the project environment. Second, to the late Professor Horst  W. J.  Rittel - with 
  whom I studied at Berkeley until his death in 1990-for his theoretical postulations  
  on the design methods, especially the generation of variety. 
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  Documentation 
 

 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
    The “Idea” Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    The “Quilt" and the “Ordering System" 
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The " Idea" i n  two dimensions 

The "Idea" in  three dimensions. 
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The scaled "Idea"  


